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Awnings

my house wears 
summer

/
Awnings from HELLA
bring colours into your life and protect
you against sun, wind and rain. 

Our awnings are right down to the 
last detail accurately manufactured
and, thanks to intelligent features, 
create a lot of free space for a
relaxed "Outdoor living".

comfort, design and safety
sun Protection systems from Hella
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areia 7040
is an all-round awning that visually
demonstrates superior technology.

viva 7040
fits to any architecture and 
provides a lot of extras.

cleo 5530/7030/7040
is a gentle and elegant looking awning
with amazing characteristics.

comPact
the awning offers a lot of design
options and requires only little space.

c2
one characteristic feature is its elegant,
very flat box, where the cover and the
technology can be stored completely.

Pan 7040*
is an elegant and extravagant
awning, linearly beautiful and
uncompromisingly functional.

Overview

unlimited design options for architects and building owners
mediterranean ease, alpine solidity, urban style, fancy or linear – 
the awning is a statement emphasising the architecture and
extending the building space functionally and aesthetically. 

awnings

* Available from 2017
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perfection

HELLA innovation

wHat Hella builds
tHat lasts.
witH guarantee.

drop forged aluminium for highly loaded joints,
high-tech pull cords or chains for the awning arms, inside
lying springs with noise reduction, stainless steel screws

in teflon bushings, galvanised and powder-coated
steel components, profiles made of extruded aluminium. 

well tHougHt-tHrougH
and really
convenient

With many good ideas and convenient 
solutions hella  awnings make you 
want to enjoy life outdoors:
- led lights that are ingeniously
  integrated in the folding arm;  
- automatic wind, sun  
  and rain warning devices that 
  independently bring in the cover;  
- heating modules for the time 
  between seasons;
- a roller blind that provides a view 
  and sun protection down to the floor

functional textiles of the latest
generation absorb heat, reflect
sun rays, are weather resistant,
tearproof and permeable to air.a very

sPecial
fabric

Particularly
stablehella awnings have a light and 

floating appearance, nearly
 weightlessly. But nevertheless they 

are regarded as the most stable 
solutions in the market. the slim, 

nicely shaped constructions enable 
a space-saving and flexible

installation and hide the latest 
technology. hella awnings meet 

the strict requirements of wind 
protection class 2.

tHe quality
is in tHe detail

the hidden dyneema® pull strap transfers the spring force to the folding 
arm and awning covering by means of noise-insulated special springs: the 
dyneema® fibre is very durable and has a high resistance against abrasion, 
moisture, uv radiation and chemicals. thus, the dyneema® fibre - in terms 
of mass -
      - has a 15 times higher tensile strength than steel
      - is 60 % stronger than carbon and glass fibre
      - has a 5 times higher tensile strength than polyamide  
        and polyester fibres
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Awning ArEIA 7040

Maximum construction dimensions with sloping projection [mm] 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Maximum width

Single unit 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000

linked unit 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

Minimum width

Single unit (2 arms) 2110 2610 3110 3610 4110 4710

Single unit (3 arms) 3100 3850 4600 5350 6090 -

areia 7040 is an all-round awning that visually demonstrates superior technology. design 
details are elegantly shaped and part of the design concept, from the bearing mechanisms for the 
cover and arms up to the folding arms. this awning has a slim profile, a very high stability and an
impressive functionality. if desired, the areia 7040 can be linked, can be provided with leds to 
create a pleasant "luminaire", and in combination with the hella varioplus roller blind, it protects 
very well against noisy glances.

areia 7040
beautiful and versatile

lateral view with 
stable arm support

solid connection 
to the front bar

Awning AReIA 7040 retracted with valance

Folding arm with discreetly 
hidden Dyneema® pull strap

design & quality
in detail

design oPtions

W made to measure W radio-controlled
W crank handle W Wind controller
W motor W Wind-sun controller
W hella world of colours W rain sensor
W 200 fabrics W textured colours
W valance W led in the folding arm
W dyneema® fibre arm W heater
W inclination 5°-60° W nightlight
  W varioplus roller blind
  W rain shelter
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Maximum construction dimensions with sloping projection [mm] 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Maximum width 

Single unit 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000

linked unit 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

Minimum width

Design maxima 1490 1740 1990 2240 2490 2740

Single unit crank handle (2 arms) 2070 2570 3070 3570 4070 4760

Single unit motor (2 arms) 1980 2480 2980 3480 3980 4670

Single unit motor (3 arms) 2940 3690 4440 5190 5940 6970

linked set motor (6 arms) 5920 7420 8920 10420 11920 13940

 viva 7040
create your free sPace

Awning VIVA 7040

The maximum construction dimensions apply for all V!VA 7040 awnings.
The inclination angle of the awning VIVA 7040 is 
adjustable either via motor or via crank handle.

the awning viva 7040 fits to any architecture and provides a lot of extras.
the design model plus with an upper covering and the design model super that is 
additionally provided with a profile for the fabric tray keep the awning fabric dry. 
With crank handle (variomatic) or motor drive (variotronic) each viva 7040 can
be conveniently inclined. a look at the available options shows: the viva 7040 is 
suitable for nearly all applications.

design & quality
in detail

lateral view with stable arm support
and optionally available central

inclination adjustment.

Folding arm with discreetly 
hidden Dyneema® pull strap

solid connection 
to the front bar

The folding arm with leD illuminates 
optimally the space below the awning

(see image on the top left)



Open awning VIVA 7040 Awning VIVA plus 7040 with upper covering profile Awning VIVA super 7040 with upper covering
profile and fabric tray profile

ViVA
pLUS
SUper
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design oPtions

W made to measure W radio-controlled
W crank handle W Wind controller
W motor W Wind-sun controller
W hella world of colours W rain sensor
W 200 fabrics W textured colours
W valance W led in the folding arm
W dyneema® fibre arm W heater
W inclination 0° - 40° W nightlight
  W varioplus roller blind
  W arm covering profile
  W can be linked
                                                                     (2 units with full-width cover)
  W inclination adjustment with
   crank handle, variomatic
  W inclination adjustment with
   motor, variotronic
  W viva plus with upper covering 
                                                                     profile
  W viva super with fabric tray 
                                                                     profile
  W Wall connection profile

Awning VIVA super 7040 retracted, with arm covering profile

Awning VIVA super 7040 retracted

14
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cleo 5530 is a  gentle and elegant looking awning with amazing characteristics.
the slim, nicely shaped construction, whose oval cassette enables a space saving installation, 
seems to hover, when it is nearly weightlessly opened or closed. exterior brackets for the wall 
and ceiling installation, as well as a weight-saving construction make this awning exceptionally 
flexible. When the cleo 5530 is fixed to the ceiling, an inclination adjustment up to 80° is feasible!

cleo 5530
 nearly weigHtlessly

Awning CLEO 5530

Maximum construction dimensions with sloping projection [mm] 1500 2000 2500 3000

Maximum width 

Single unit 5500 5500 5500 5500

Minimum width

Single unit (2 arms) 1930 2430 2930 3430

with wall installation 0° - 65° with ceiling installation 5° - 80°lateral view

Visually reduced, solid folding arm with
discreetly hidden Dyneema® pull strap

design & quality
in detail

inclination adjustment

design oPtions

W made to measure W radio-controlled
W crank handle W Wind controller
W motor W Wind-sun controller
W hella world of colours W rain sensor
W 200 fabrics W textured colours
W dyneema® fibre arm W heater  
W inclination 0° - 65° W nightlight 
 with wall installation
W inclination 5° - 80° 
 with ceiling installation

Awning CleO 5530 retracted

Neigung - 15°
CLEO 5530 - M 1:10
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Awning CLEO 7030/7040

a lot of shade in an elegant form.
With a maximum width of seven metres and a maximum projection of four 
metres, this awning 7040 is a generous sun shade, but has nevertheless an 
elegant and lightweight appearance. a visual and structural masterpiece of 
modern awning architecture.

cleo 7030/7040
 

design & quality
in detail

design oPtions

W made to measure W radio-controlled
W crank handle W Wind controller
W motor W Wind-sun controller
W hella world of colours W rain sensor
W 200 fabrics W textured colours
W dyneema® fibre arm W heater
W inclination: 5°-45° (cleo 7030) W led with folding arm (7040)
                     5°-40° (cleo 7040) W nightlight
W Wall, ceiling and  
 rafter installation 

Awning CleO 7030 retracted

Visually reduced, solid  
folding arm with discreetly hidden Dyneema® pull strap

lateral view CleO 7030

lateral view CleO 7040
The generous design allows

an awning projection of up to 4 metres.

Model CleO 7040 is also available 
with leD lighting integrated in 

the folding arms

CleO 7030 CleO 7040

Mindestneigung Neigung - 15°
CLEO 7040 - M 1:8
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CLEO 7030 - M 1:8

Maximalneigung

Maximum construction dimensions with sloping projection [mm] 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Maximum width 

Single unit 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000

Minimum width

Single unit (2 arms) 2170 2670 3170 3670 4170 4670

Single unit (3 arms) 3200 3950 4700 5450 6200 6950

Single unit (4 arms) - optional available for a surcharge 4230 5230 6230 - - -

Maximum construction dimensions with sloping projection [mm] 1500 2000 2500 3000

Maximum width 

Single unit 7000 7000 7000 7000

Minimum width

Single unit (2 arms) 2100 2600 3100 3600

Single unit ( 3 arms) - from 6001 mm standard, otherwise for a surcharge 3050 3800 4550 5300

Single unit (4 arms) - optional available for a surcharge 4100 5110 6020 -

Please contact your hellA consultant for information about the detailed limit sizes!
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Maximum construction dimensions with sloping projection [mm] 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Maximum width

Single unit 6500 6500 6500 6500 6500 6500

Minimum width

Single unit (2 arms) 2030 2530 3030 3530 4030 4530

comPact
 sHade - nicely PacKaged

Awning COMPACT

comPact offers a lot of design options and requires only little space. 
this awning can be extended up to 4 metres and, when retracted, is 
discreetly hidden in a beautifully designed, compact casing, whose
elegant drop shape gives  this awning its own very particular charm.
all elements – cover, arms and casing – can harmoniously be matched.
and of course the compact from hella provides amazing extras, from 
remote control and wind controller to rain sensor, if desired.

lateral view Folding arm with chain link

design

oPtions

W made to measure
W crank handle
W motor
W hella world of colours
W 200 fabrics
W chain arm
W inclination 5° - 40°
 
 
 
 
W radio
W Wind controller
W Wind-sun controller
W rain sensor
W textured colours
W heater
W nightlight

20

Awning COMPACT retracted

design & quality
in detail
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Maximum construction dimensions with sloping projection [mm] 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Maximum width

Single unit 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000

linked unit 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000 14000

Minimum width

Single unit (2 arms) 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500

Coupled facility (4 arms) 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

one characteristic feature of this awning is its elegant, very flat box, 
where the cover and the technology can be stored completely.
the c2 is a powerful, low-noise sun shade that impresses with its
functional and uncompromising modern design. this awning is
modular linkable and perfectly suitable to shade large surfaces.
if it is equipped with a varioplus roller blind, it also can vertically
define free space and provide protection. 

Awning C2

c2
subtle
sun sHade

design oPtions

W made to measure W radio-controlled
W crank handle W Wind controller
W motor W Wind-sun controller
W hella world of colours W rain sensor
W 200 fabrics W valance 
W chain arm W textured colours
W inclination 5° - 40° W varioplus roller blind
  W Wall connection profile
  W heater
  W nightlight

22

lateral view Folding arm with chain link

Awning C2 retracted

Awning C2 with Varioplus roller blind

design & quality
in detail
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Maximum construction dimensions with sloping projection [mm] 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Maximum width

Single unit 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000

Minimum width

Single unit motor (2 arms) 2225 2725 3225 3725 4225 4725

Pan 7040 is an elegant and extravagant awning, 
linearly beautiful and uncompromisingly 
functional.
it rolls up towards the top and is then completely 
hidden in an uprightly mounted, plain box. for 
puristic architecture concepts and people with an 
addiction to perfection, pan 7040 is the custom 
sun and weather protection that becomes a stylish 
outdoor light source when it is provided with led 
lights in the folding arms.

Pan 7040*
sun Protection in

uPrigHt format

Awning PAN

design oPtions

W made to measure W radio-controlled
W motor W Wind controller
W hella world of colours W Wind-sun controller
W 200 fabrics W rain sensor
W dyneema® fibre arm W led in the folding arm
W inclination 5° - 40° W textured colours
  W heater
  W nightlight

lateral view

* Available from 2017

Folding arm with discreetly 
hidden Dyneema® pull strap

solid connection 
to the front bar

Awning PAN 7040 retracted

design & quality
in detail
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tyPes of installation

Ceiling installation Wall installation rafter installation

ArEIA 7040 W W W

VIVA 7040/VIVA plus 7040/VIVA super 7040 W W W

CLEO 5530 W W

CLEO 7030/7040 W W W

COMPACT W W W

C2 W W W

PAN 7040 W

design
features

linKage valance varioPlus roller blind

led ligHting

Integrated into the front bar, as additional
sun and view protection; depending on the awning and 

the fabric selected can be lowered up to 2500 mm

ONYX.WeATheR 
Weather station with wind, sun and 

temperature sensor

Bordering strips that are colour-coordinated with 
the awning cover and individual valance shapes.

Some hellA awnings can be linked,
to obtain larger complete widths.

Installation types /
control devices

control
easy and useful

comfort features
gone are the days when you had to hasten back home to retract the 
awning because rain clouds came up. hella awnings are extended and 
retracted via electric motors at the push of a button. optionally, they can 
be provided with sensors for wind, sun and rain, which respond fully 
automated to all weather conditions.

Hella provides the intelligent sun control with onyX®.
the control is completely intuitive. Best of all, nothing must be
configurated, all literally works out of the box. this is “smart living”
out in the open, conveniently and in highest quality.
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the awning lighting led is optionally available for 
the awnings areia 7040, viva 7040, cleo 7040 
and pan 7040. provided at the bottom side of the 
folding arms, warm-white mood light illuminates the 
place below the awning. leds are dimmable, have a 
long lifespan and are extremely energy-efficient . you 
can conveniently control the awning lighting led 
via radio. the cables are cleanly and to the greatest 
possible extent discreetly hidden in the construction 
of the awning.
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It's your cHoice!
tHe fabric 
awnIng dreams are made of

awning covers are exposed to high stress, which is why only 
high-quality materials are considered for the covering. 
the basic material is either acrylic or polyester. acrylic is more uv
resistant than polyester in the first place. it has a long service life
and maintains the brilliance of the colours for very long time.
polyester instead is more elastic and thus always returns into

its basic shape – even if light wrinkles have been formed. With spinneret 
dyeing the uv resistance of polyester can also be increased. the starting 
material is dyed before a thread is spun. the thread is then continuously 
dyed. no matter which material you choose, hella uses only
high-quality covering for all variants.

HELLA fabrics

the covering of a Hella awning is more than 
just a "fabric". 
depending on the design, these covers can, for 
example, absorb or reflect heat, are weather-
resistant, permeable to air, fade-resistant
and in some designs even fire-resistant. for 
architects, interior designers and ambitious 
home-builders textile sun protection more and 
more becomes an integrated design element.
 

textile facade blinds, vertical awnings and 
classic awnings top off the perfect look of the 
heLLa product portfolio and can exactly be 
tailored to roller shutters, outdoor blinds, 
Venetian blinds and the overall design of
buildings. used with creativity, the textile 
shading systems characterise the optical 
appearance of a house, not only as a handy 
accessory, but as an eyecatcher and stylistic 
element in many colours.

more than 200 fabrics, colour schemes and 
special materials that are carefully coordinated 
by designers and can be transparent, reflecting 
and may differ in their surface feel in addition 
to a seamless transition from the vertical to 
the slope, from the facade blind to the vertical 
awning, to the loggia or conservatory blind – 
this is heLLa's colourful world.

Pretty, durable
and multicoloured 

liKe life itself

Acrylic fabrics have a special coating. They are extra light-fast and weather-
esistant. In addition, the impregnation offers protection against soiling. The 
fabric is tearproof and extremely durable.

acrylic fabric

sPecial fabric

Polyester fabric
Polyester fabrics are particularly "dimension-stable" and the perfect choice if 
large surfaces are to be covered with a fabric that is nice and virtually cannot 
tear.

firemaster 
Water, dirt and oil repelling fabric, 
specially coated. Low inflammability 
acc. to DIN 4102 B1.

starligHt 
Brightly-coloured fabrics with Italian flair. Owing to a special manufacturing 
process, these designs are especially dirt-repellent as well as water and oil 
repellent.

lumera 
Colours of extraordinary brilliance due to a specially developed fibre. The
very smooth and thick surface creates a self-cleaning effect that leads to
an exceptionally long-lasting vibrancy.

urban design 
Highest protection against the sun with big city flair. The so-called
"microstripes" give the fabric additional value and elegance. In addition,
the fabric is less susceptible to dirt.

alllwetter 
Double protection against both direct sun light and light rain. Particularly
suitable for large awning units, shelters for outdoor dining areas, market
stalls. highest colour brilliance, colour fastness and water pressure
resistance, oil and dirt repelling. Very easy to clean.

sunsilK
exceptional brightness of the designs. high UV-protection and extraordinary 
long life-span. Permanently water-resistant. highly lightfast and extremely 
tearproof. Silky character. Dirt, grease and oil-repelling, but even
air-permeable.

valmeX
For absolutely watertight units and 
awning covers.

sunPrint 
Printable and therefore perfectly 
suitable as advertising medium.

you want to see all of this?
then scan the 
adjoining Qr code!
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as a company that grew up in the mountains, we have always been required to be innovative.

today, hella is an internationally significant initiator for the development of sustainable systems 
for sun protection and climate control. Whether for a single family home or a large project – we are 
always close to our customers. We offer the entire manufacturing process, the quality control and, if 
desired, even the delivery and installation. overlooking the complete process we can guarantee
with reliability: hella hält.

/
The long-established company HELLA

From the first venetian blind that was manufactured in east Tyrol 
in 1959 to high-tech controls for the intelligent house of the future, 
we are driven by only one desire: To develop something really 
good. 

durabILIty wIth
reLIabILIty

/
HELLA is always an original - innovative and made-to-last.

hellA has created new standards through 
ground-breaking technologies. Our products 
have the quality of the original. They are 
sophisticated and sustainable and produced
in modern, environmentally friendly plants. 

YOur HELLA bENEFITS

W focus on customer proximity due to many specialist shops
     and selected retail partners
W hight-quality expert advice from qualified sales assistants
W professional and on-time installation 
W customer oriented service by trained technicians
W comprehensive guarantees
W finest product quality due to development and
     production on our own premises
W made in austria, made in germany
W ecologically oriented quality with maximisation of energy savings

HELLA hält
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